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A deRham current on a smooth manifold is called piecewise differentiable if its 
distributional components are partial derivatives of smooth densities supported on 
closed embedded smooth simplices. Such currents arise naturally in the differential 
geometry of piecewise differentiable Riemannian metrics. The main purpose of this 
paper is to construct a natural graded differential algebra containing the piecewise 
differentiable currents as a subcomplex, and to show that the inclusion of the com- 
plex of deRham forms induces monomorphism in homology. This result enables us 
to show, in the next note, that the Chern-Weil construction can still be used to 
extract the characteristic classes from (discontinuous) piecewise differentiable 
metrics on smooth manifolds. t? 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The present paper is the second [T3] in a planned series of papers 
dedicated to the problem of defining, studying, and exploiting products of 
distributions and currents. 
The motivation for these first two papers derives, in part, from two 
problems: defining products of deRham currents, and defining and 
studying the curvature and characteristic classes for discontinuous 
Riemannian metrics on smooth manifolds. 
The second problem is clearly related to that of producing a local 
formula for the Pontryagin classes of combinatorial manifolds. 
Previous work by D. Sullivan and the author [ST, T,] suggests that 
such a formula should exist. 
Although this paper does not deal with combinatorial manifolds, we 
start our program by considering combinatorial (i.e., piecewise differen- 
tiable) Riemannian metrics on smooth manifolds. 
* Research partially supported by NSF Grant DMS8705721. 
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The formal formula for the Christoffel symbols and Riemann curvature 
of a combinatorial Riemannian metric leads us to introduce the complex of 
piecewise differentiable currents. 
The complex of piecewise differentiable currents is the smallest subcom- 
plex of the deRham complex of currents [dR] which satisfies the following 
properties: 
- it is a module over the algebra of smooth differentiable forms, 
~ it contains the smooth densities over closed, embedded, smooth 
simplices, 
- it is closed under partial derivatives. 
This complex is the natural environment where smooth forms, the 
Dirac distribution supported on smooth simplices (densities), and their 
derivatives live together. 
The deRham [dR] complex of currents generated by smooth forms and 
chains is a subcomplex of the complex of piecewise differentiable currents. 
The expression for the Riemann curvature of combinatorial metrics on 
smooth manifolds requires that such currents be multiplied. 
Many important constructions with the curvature, including the 
Chern-Weil construction of the Pontryagin classes, are purely formal 
(algebraic); see, e.g., Teleman [T, 1, or more recent work by Karoubi [K]. 
For a potentially wide range of applications, the following properties of 
the product of currents would suffice: to be local, to extend the multiplica- 
tion by smooth forms, to be associative, and to verify the Leibnitz formula. 
Also, the inclusion of the deRham complex of currents should induce a 
monomorphism, at least, in homology. This last requirement would be 
critical for homological applications. 
It is known that there exists no associative multiplication on the space 
of distributions which would extend the multiplication of distributions by 
smooth functions within the space of distributions. 
L. Hormander [H] defined the restriction of a distribution to a sub- 
manifold, when it exists, in terms of the wave front set of the distribution. 
By using this idea, Hormander defines the product of two distributions on 
a manifold M as the restriction of their R-tensor product to the diagonal 
of the product M x M, provided that this restriction exists. 
Unfortunately, this method does not allow two Dirac distributions 
supported on any simplex of codimension > 1, to be multiplied. 
Clearly, the graded tensor algebra of currents over the graded algebra of 
smooth differentiable forms satisfies the first four requirements. This is the 
universal object for the desired multiplication. 
Note that the tensor product over the graded algebra of smooth forms 
is the tensor product over the reals modulo those currents which vanish on 
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the diagonal, i.e., modulo currents of the type (q(x)- q(v)) A U 0, V, 
where cp is a smooth form. 
In this paper we replace the above algebra by the algebra of piecewise 
differentiable currents on M x .. . x A4 (arbitrary number of factors) 
modulo those currents which vanish on the diagonal in the following sense. 
A current on A4 x . . . x M vanishes on the diagonal iff it is a finite sum of 
currents 4 A U, where d is a smooth differentiable form with zero pull-back 
to the diagonal, and U is a piecewise differentiable current on M x . x M. 
Any element of this quotient will be called a generalized piecewise d@ren- 
tiable current on M. 
The R-tensor product of piecewise differentiable currents induces a multi- 
plication on the space of generalized piecewise differentiable currents. 
Any generalized piecewise differentiable current on M may be thought of 
as a section over the diagonal, with values in a bundle 9 over the diagonal. 
The fibers of this bundle 9 have an algebra structure, and the multiplica- 
tion of any two generalized currents (i.e., sections in 9) is given by 
pointwise multiplication of their values in each fibre of 9. 
The algebra of generalized piecewise differentiable currents satisfies the 
first four requirements for a product. 
In the present paper we describe explicitely the structure of the elements 
of the complex of generalized piecewise differentiable currents (Proposi- 
tion 2.3) and compute its homology (Theorem 3.10). 
Theorem 3.10 shows that, indeed, the deRham cohomology injects into 
the homology of the complex of generalized piecewise differentiable 
currents. Theorem 3.10 also computes the cokernel of this monomorphism, 
showing that it is finite dimensional in each dimension, for manifolds with 
a finite triangulation. 
For the entire work, it is basic to separate the carriers (supports) of the 
piecewise differentiable currents on M x . . x M in two disjoint classes: 
transversal and non-transversal to the diagonal. A simplex is called transver- 
sal to the diagonal iff it intersects the diagonal, and its tangent space at the 
intersection points with the diagonal along the tangent space to the 
diagonal generates the tangent space to M x . x M. 
We show that the piecewise differentiable currents with support on non- 
transversal simplices represent he zero generalized current. 
It is interesting to observe that our definition of transversality is not 
combinatorially invariant. 
Proposition 2.3 shows that any generalized piecewise differentiable 
current may be described, locally, as an element of a tensor product of 
complexes 
sz* 0, x-r* @,iF, 
where Q* is a deRham complex on a cell of the diagonal, Xx* is the Koszul 
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complex of formal power series on a finite number of independent 
variables, and 63* is the Dirac complex of differentiable forms whose 
coefficients are linear combinations, with real coefficients, of the Dirac 
distribution (concentrated at one point) and its derivatives. 
The computation of the homology of the complex of generalized 
piecewise differentiable currents is based on a spectral sequence of a 
filtration given by the dimension of the supports of the currents. 
The E,-term of this spectral sequence is 
E:*=S,(Tx ... x T, N), 
where S, denotes the chain-current complex, with real coefficients, of the 
pair (TX ... x T, N). Here, T is a triangulation of M and N is the subcom- 
plex of non-transversal polysimplices to the diagonal. It is interesting to 
mention that the chain-currents associated to the polisimplices of the 
decomposition T x . . . x T (rather than the Dirac distributions supported 
on such polysimplices) which appear in El come, in part, from the 
homology of the Dirac complex k@*. 
To complete the calculation of the E,-term, and hence, of the homology 
of the complex, we specialize the triangulation T of M. For we will require 
that its simplices be in general position. 
The last section of the paper explains the computations made for 
manifolds of dimension 1, done in [T3]. 
In the next paper [T4] we show that the analytical techniques developed 
in this paper will enable us to extract the Pontryagin classes of a smooth 
manifold even from discontinuous piecewise differentiable afftne connec- 
tions on the base manifold. 
1. PIECEWISE DIFFERENTIABLE CURRENTS 
Let X be a smooth manifold, C a closed simplex, smoothly embedded in 
X, and (xi, . . . . x”) a system of smooth coordinates on a neighbourhood N 
of z. 
A piecewise differentiable distribution in X, with carrier C, is by definition 
a distribution on N which may be represened as 
for any smooth testing function cp on X with compact support, where dZ 
is the induced Hausdorff measure on C, and f, are smooth functions on N. 
A piecewise differentiable distribution on the manifold X is by definition 
an arbitrary locally finite sum U = xi lJi of piecewise differentiable 
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distributons Ui; such a sum is called locally finite, iff for any point XEX, 
there exists an open neighbourhood N of x, which intersects only a finite 
number of carriers 2. 
For a fixed simplex Z” of dimension m, we may assume that the coor- 
dinates were chosen so that 
c”cR”x(o}ciR”xR”-“. 
If we denote these coordinates by (I’, . . . . 1” 1 t’, . . . . t”-“), so that alar’ are 
directions longitudinal to Z, while d/atj are transversal to C, the expression 
of U becomes 
w=j C fa,#, W~~~~cp)V, 0) dl’, . ..> dl”. 
= 1~1 + IBI Sk 
If 1~1 >0, an integration by parts with respect to one of the variables I’ 
shows that 
is a piecewise differentiable distribution with carrier in 82, the boundary of 
Z. With C(Z) denoting the C”(X)-module of all piecewise differentiable 
distributions with carriers in C and its faces, we introduce 
c(c,ac) Zqcyqac). 
1.1. PROPOSITION. (i) Any element of C(C, 82) can be represented as 
U(v)= j c f,(L 0). P;cp)K 0) d/l, . . . . d”. 
= lal s k 
(ii) This representation is unique; i.e., if U E C(Z) and U = 
0 E C(L’, Z), then f, I .Z E 0 for any CI. 
A piecewise differentiable current on the manifold X is by definition a 
differential form on X whose coefficients are piecewise differentiable 
distributions on X. 
Let Qk(X), resp. Q:(X), denote the vector space of all smooth differential 
forms of degree k on X, resp. with compact support; set P(X) = a’(X) 
and C;(X) = G:(X). 
For T, a current of degree h, and w E Qk(X), o A T is a current of degree 
k + h defined (see deRham [dR]) by the formula 
(u A T)(o) = (- l)k.h T(w A a), 
for any 0 E Q$“xP (k + ‘). 
58W99,1-14 
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Any distribution U defines, non-canonically, a current of degree zero 
(U), 
(U)(cp(l, t) dl’ A ... A dl” A dt’ A ... A dt”+,)= U(cp(l, t)), 
for any cp(Z, t) E C:(x). 
By definition, the set of all piecewise differentiable currents of degree k 
on X, denoted C“(X), is 
A (U,)lO+@(X), UiEC(X) . 
Ck(C) will denote the set of all piecewise differentiable currents of degree 
k with carriers in C and its faces; similarly, Ck(C, 8L’) gf Ck(Z)/Ck(8L’). 
For any simplex C as before, we define the distribution 2, 
z(cp(l, t)) = 1 cp(l, 0) dl’, . . . . dl”, 
z 
and the current of degree zero [Cl, 
[C] = (2). 
Recall that the exterior derivative dT of a current T of degree k is 
given by 
(dT)(a) = (- l)k T(da) 
and then, for any smooth differential form w, 
d(o A T)=dw A T+(-l)d”BWu A dT. 
The exterior derivative d may be decomposed = d, + d,, where 
d,= f dl’n; 
i= 1 
n--m 
d, = 1 dt’ A &.. 
j= 1 
1.2. PROPOSITION. (i) For any smooth simplex C and coordinates (Z, t) 
as before, 
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where CI, j3, y are multi indices, 0,,~,~(1, t) are smooth functions on a 
neighbourhood of Z, 
d/y = dly’ ,y . . ,y d/Yh dtfl= d@’ ,y . . /, &A, 
and 
h+h’=k. 
(ii) The representation qf currents belonging to Ck(C, a-X), given by 
(i), is unique. 
(iii) 
d,[C]E cyac). 
Now we are going to apply these considerations to the special case when 
X is some power of a smooth manifold M. 
Let M be a smooth manifold, Mk = M x ... x M (k factors), and 
v, = {(x, . ..) x) 1 x E M) c Mk its diagonal. Clearly, V, is canonically 
diffeomorphic to M. 
An embedded simplex C in Mk is said to have clean intersection with V, 
iff: 
Axiom C.l. There exists a diffeomorphism from a neighbourhood 0 of 
2 onto an open subset of Rkdim M which carries .Z onto an alfine simplex 
of R kdim M, and which carries V, n 0 onto an open subset of an affine 
subspace of Rkdim M. 
This axiom says that the intersection of C with V, looks like the 
intersection of an affine simplex with an afline subspace of Rkdim M. 
If C is disjoint from V,, then Z has a clean intersection with V,. 
We fix a k E N and consider an arbitrary triangulation T = (L’} pf Mk by 
smooth simplices C which have clean intersection with V,. Such a 
triangulation will be called clean triangulation. 
For any subcomplex KC T, we introduce the Q*(M)-modules C’(K) 
consisting of all those piecewise differentiable currents of degree ‘r with 
carriers 2, where C E K. 
Let C*(K) be the cohomology complex 
C*(K)= {Cl-+ C’(K)+ . ..- @(K)z ,,+l(K)- . . . }. 
Consider Z*(M,) c Q*(M,), 
z*(M,) 2’ {o 1 i*o = 0, where i: V, 4 Mk}. 
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Z*(M) is an ideal and subcomplex of Q*(M,). As Z*(M,) is a subcomplex 
of Q*(M,), 
v*(T) tff z*(M,). c*(T) 
is a subcomplex of C*(T), with 
V”(T) = @ ZqMk). cq T). 
pty=r 
The study of the quotient complex 
g*(T)= {W(T), d’) = C*(T)/v*(T) 
is the main purpose of this paper. 
For later computations, it is useful to introduce, for any pair of 
complexes L c K, 
C’( K, L) = C( K)/C’( L), 
V’(K, L) =V’(K) + c’(L), 
Ur( K, L) = Cr( K, L)/V’( K, L). 
The complex W*(K), Kc T, is an Q*(M)-module: for any o EL?*(M), 
any U E C’(K), and for any 1 < i 6 k, we produce 
and define 
o A U =wi A U modV’(K). 
The class of this current does not depend on the choice of i because 
oi-wjEz*(Mk). 
If U E C(Z), where ZE K, and if Z is disjoint from V,, then the class of 
U in V(K) is zero. Indeed, if FE Cm(Mk) is identically 1 on a 
neighbourhood of Z and zero on V,,,,, then 
U = FU E Vr( K). 
There is a natural homomorphism RT: Q*(M) +%?*(T) 
OHuJ,.l, 1 E%‘(T). 
The first objective of our study is the computation of the homology of 
the complex V*(T). 
To do this, we will use a spectral sequence. 
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For consider the decreasing filtration 
where T(‘) is the r-dimensional skeleton of T. Here, p is the filtration index, 
and p + q is the degree of currents. 
Let {Ea”, d, } be the corresponding spectral sequence. 
2. THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 
Computation of E, 
Clearly, 
E,P* = Q U*(Z, Z’). 
codim Z = p 
By definition, we say that the simplex CE T is transversal to V,, and we 
write C lt V,, iff C n V, # @ and if, for any point p of this intersection we 
have (tangent space to C at p) + (tangent space to V, at p) = (tangent 
space to Mk at p). Otherwise, we say that the simplex .Z is not transversal 
to V, and we write Z 41 V,. 
If the triangulation T satisfies Axiom Cl, then it is sufficient o check the 
transversality relation above at only one point p of intersection. 
Suppose 2 is not transversal to V,,, and that 2 n V, # a; then there 
exist an open neighbourhood 0 of Z in M, and a submanifold N of 
codimension 1 in M, such that Cc N and V, n 0 c N. In addition, we 
may assume that there exists a smooth, non-vanishing tangent field Y 
defined on 0, with the property that it is transversal to N. 
Let y: 0 -+ R be a level function of the field Y, such that 
Yy= 1 and y(N) = 0. 
Let (x’, . . . . xdim Mk- i, y) be a coordinate system on 6. 
The function y vanishes on V, n 0 and Y = 8/8y is transversal to C. 
Any U E C*(E, 82’) is a sum of currents, 
u = D”,q%,,(x, 0) A cq, 
where o,,, E Q*(0). 
We have 
YD,“U =YD:D;+l%,“(x, 0) A ca 
= D:D.;+ ‘Y. %,,(x, 0) A CC1 - (fi + 1 PW, YP;~,,,~, 0) A Czl 
= -(n+ l)U 
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(the coeffkients of the form y .o,,, vanish on C because y vanishes on 
NIL’). As YEI’( U EV*(C), and hence the class of U in %?*(Z, &S) is 
zero. 
Therefore, the simplices Z which are not transversal to V, do not 
contribute to the E,-term of the spectral sequence. Now, let CE T be any 
simplex transversal to V,. 
Choose a system of coordinates (I, s, t) on an open neighbourhood of C 
as in Fig. 1 such that 
2 are directions in (plane of 2) n V, 
-$ are directions in the plane of C, transversal to V, 
a 
-. are directions in V,, at’ transversal to the plane of L 
and V,,., is characterized by the equation I = 0. 
As seen before, any U E C*(C, LE) may be written uniquely: 
U = 1 D;w,,& s, 0) df” A ds” A dt’[C] 
4a.P.y 
We intend to characterize the elements of V*(Z). 
A form 
w = 1 oorpy(l, s, t) dl” A ds” A dt” 
K83Y 
Plane of E 
FIGURE 1 
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belongs to Z*(M,) if and only if for each (a, p, y) at least one of the two 
conditions 
is satisfied. 
Note that iff=f(Z, S, t) is a smooth function which vanishes on V,,,, then 
fmay be written 
where gi are smooth functions. 
This shows that Z*(M,) is the ideal generated by the functions and 
l-forms (I’, . . . . Z(k-l)dimM(dZ1 ,..., dZ(k-l)dimM). 
It is clear that any monomial from the expression of U above, which 
contains dl”, LX # 0, does belong to V*(L). 
For any current U and any smooth function g(Z, S, t), we have 
I’g(Z, s, t) U = I’ 2 D;0,,,,(Z, s, 0) dl” A ds8 A dP A [C] 
UC& 
with eaorSy smooth functions. 
Note that the functions 
vanish on V,. 
Vice versa, if a coefficient o,,~JZ, s, 0) f rom the expression of U vanishes 
on V,, then 
and, therefore, 
Dfc~,,~,(l, s, 0) dl” A ds” A dty A [c] 
= 2 I’. D;ci&&l, s, 0) dl” A dsp A dt’ A [Z], 
which belongs to V*(C, &E’). 
Therefore, we have proved the following: 
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2.1. PROPOSITION. (i) Any element of C*(L’, 8.Z’) may be written 
uniquely 
U = c @&,(1, s, 0) dl* A ds” A dt’ A [Z]. 
a.0r.ll.y 
(ii) If C is not transversal to V,, then 
v*(c, ac) = c*p, ac). 
(iii) If Z is transversal to V,, then U (given by (i)) is in V*(C, &Z’) 
lj’and only iSfor any multiindex aafiy, at least one of the two conditions 
is satisfied. 
2.2. Remark. Consider the particular case M= R2, k = 2, and T an 
arbitrary triangulation of M. Consider the decomposition TX T of M, by 
polysimplices C = 0i x g2, crib T. It is easy to see that 0, x a,-where c~i 
and rs2 are two 1-simplices of T having a common vertex-is transversal to 
the diagonal iff the two simplices are not tangent at the common vertex. 
This shows that our transversality condition depends on the smooth 
structure on M; i.e., it is not defined in the underlying piecewise linear 
structure. 
In order to describe the complex (E,, d,), we need to introduce the 
Dirac complex 9*(t) over the space Rm(tl, . . . . t”) of normal directions to ,Z; 
9*(t) = 
{ 
c A,,DT dtb A [S,] 1 A,, E [w , 
a,b I 
where 6,, is the Dirac distribution at 0 E R”. 
The discription of E, will involve also the Koszul complex. 
For any ZJLV,, dim C nV, = h, we can further improve the coor- 
dinates s to s = (s,, s2), S, = (s!, . . . . s:), s2 = (.s:, . . . . si’) so that CnV, 
appears as a top dimensional cell of the vector subspace lQh x (0 > c 
Rh x BP’. 
The Koszul complex X* (sz) is by definition the complex of all co-jets 
of smooth differential forms at 0 E R”‘. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. 
i&9*(%*), 4,) = 0 a*(cnVM)@R 3f*(S2)@R g*(t) A [c], 
LILV 
codim Zm = p 
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where 
-Q*(CnV,) = deRham complex on ZnV,, --X(5,) = Koszul 
complex with formal power series coefficients on Iw(si, . . . . si’), the space of 
normal directions to Z n V, in the plane of Z, and -9*(t) = Dirac complex 
in directions normal to C in Mk. 
Proof We refer to the representation of currents given by Proposi- 
tion 2.1(i). We already know that: 
- Z contributes to E, iff Z lt VM, 
- any monomial containing dl” is zero in %?*(C, 8Z) 
- any monomial Q,+;(/, s, 0) which vanishes for I= 0 is zero in 
v*(z, AZ). 
For any coefficient w,,~,(/, s, 0) we associate a new function 
As the function 
vanishes for I= 0, we can replace the coefficient w,,~~ by the function ~5~~~~~; 
this last function depends on the variables s only. 
It follows that any element of %?*(C, 8Z) can be represented 
U = c D;oaaY(s) ds” A dt” A [Cl, 
4 
where CX,~~(S) are smooth functions defined on 2. Those monomials for 
which wIb, vanish on C n V, represen the zero element of %?*(C, Z). Note 
that 
{f If:C-+Rf= smooth, f=f(s)) 
{f If:Z+Rf= smooth, f = f (s), f 1 C n V,,, = 0} 
N Crn(C n VM, R) OR J,&Rh’(s;, . ..) si’)), 
where J&l@‘) denotes the space of all co-jets of smooth functions at 
0 E Rh’. 
This completes the argument for the representation of the elements of the 
complex E,P. *. 
To find the differential d,, in E oP,*, decompose the exterior derivative d 
with respect to the coordinates 1, s, t: 
d=d,+d,+d,. 
Note that d, = 0 mod V(Z, &Y). 
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Therefore, 
d,,=d,+d,, 
which completes the proof of Proposition 2.3. 
Computation of E, 
2.4. LEMMA. The homologies of the Koszul and Dirac complexes are: 
(i) Hi(X*(Rm))= : 
i 
for i=O 
for if0 
(ii) Hi(9*(Rm))= 
for i#m 
Rdt’ A ... A dt”[S,] for i=m. 
Proof, Let h: Qr(Rm) + Q’- ‘(KY) be the well-known homotopy 
operator 
h,[w,(t) dt”’ A ... A dt‘+] 
=ig, (-l)?(, A’-‘o&,(ir)d~) dt”’ A . . . A d? A . . . A W. 
0 
Then 
h ,+ld+dh,= 1, for r2 1, 
h, d&t) = v(t) - do), for q E Q”( Rm). 
By passing to co-jets of forms at OE R”, we prove (i). 
To prove (ii), define the homotopy H on the Dirac complex 9*(Rm) by 
transposing h; i.e., for any U E 9’(Rm), define H,(U) E F- ‘(FY), 
(H,(U))(cp)=U(h,-,+,cp),V~~52”~‘+’([W”). 
We get, obviously, that 
H r+,d+dH,= 1 for O<r<m- 1, 
and hence 
H&B*(W)) = 0 for O<r<m- 1. 
For any U E ~8~( IFY) and cp E Q”( IV) we have 
(dH,U)(cp)=U(h,d~)=U(cp-cp(O))=U(cp)-U(cp(O)), 
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which shows that U is homologous to a current of the form 
adt’ A . . . A dt”[S,], aE R. 
It is easy to see, on the other side, that 
dt’ A ... A dt”[S,] 
is not a coboundary, which completes the proof of the lemma. 
As CnV, is contractible, the Kiinneth formula, along with the 
Lemma 2.4, will imply 
Ef*= @ Rdt’ A ... A drcod’“‘~[C]. 
ZJLVM 
codlm Z = p 
This shows that the only non-zero terms Er4 are those with 
O<pddimM and q=o: 
Ek“= 0 R dt’ A . . . A drcodim=[L’]. 
ZYV,+j 
codim Z = p 
Here, t’, . . . . t ‘Odim r represent directions normal to C in V,. 
For any oriented, smooth simplex Z we may consider the current 
and then 
Ef’-‘= @ Iwf with d, .!? = i?C. 
,YILV,&f 
codim ,? = p 
2.5. Remark. If C intersects VW, but E is not transversal to V,, we still 
may define 
ET=&’ /, . . . /, dtcodim=[C]. 
It is easy to see, directly, that this element is zero in g*(T) because the 
coordinates t could be so choosen as to have at least one of the differential 
forms dt ‘, . . . . dtcodim 6 with restriction zero to V, n C. 
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Computation of E, 
Therefore, 
EP.a,S. 1 dim ML-p(T,N)? 
where, S,( r, N) denotes the complex consisting of all (possibly infinite) 
simplicial chains with real coefficients of the pair of complexes (T, N). The 
subcomplex N consists of all non-transversal simplices of T, the triangula- 
tion of M,. 
The differential d, of the spectral sequence corresponds to the usual 
boundary operator in the homology complex S,( T, N), and hence 
EP,OgH. 
2 dlmMk~p(T,N;[W),O~p~dimM. 
All other terms of E, are zero. 
We have proven 
2.6. THEOREM. For any clean triangulation T of M, = A4 x . . . x M, 
H,($gW(T)) = p f+fk-P(T’ N, ‘), O<p<dimM, 
dim Mdp, 
where N= {L’~L’E T, C 41 V,}. 
2.7. COROLLARY. Zf the triangulation T is finite, then all homology 
groups H,(V*( T)) are finite dimensional. 
2.8. EXAMPLE. Suppose that the triangulation T of Mk has the property 
that any simplex C E T of codimension <dim M which intersects the 
diagonal is also transversal to the diagonal. 
Then the triangulation T induces a triangulation TV of the diagonal by 
intersection. It is easy to see that the quotient complex S,(T, N) is 
isomorphic to S,( TV). Therefore, for any p, 
H,(%*( T)) 3: H,( TV) N HP(M, R). 
3. COMPARISON WITH THE DERHAM COHOMOLOGY 
In the next section we define products of piecewise differentiable currents 
as the class of their tensor product modulo those currents which “vanish” 
on the diagonal. This will force us to replace the triangulations of 
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A4 x A4 x . . x A4 involved in the previous considerations by products of 
triangulations. 
For, we take a smooth triangulation T of A4 and we consider the CW 
decomposition Tk of M, by polysimplices 
Tk= {C,xZ,x ... xZ:,IC~ET}. 
Note that if Z,, C,, . . . . xk E T have a common face Z, then the dimen- 
sion of the intersection of the tangent spaces to L,, Z:,, . . . . zk (at the points 
of L’) might be not constant along C. This shows that, in general, Tk does 
not have clean intersection with V,. 
3.1. Remark. If S, and S, are two smooth submanifolds of the 
manifold M, and if dim( T,S, n TX,!?*), x E S, n S,, is constant along the 
intersection, then, in general, S, and S, do not have clean intersection, 
even if S, n S, is a submanifold. For exemple, consider the 2-dimensional 
submanifolds in [w4 
s, = (3, 0, t, t2) E R4, s, t E R} 
S,=(s,t,s,t)Ea84,s,tE[W}. 
Their intersection consists of the origin only, while the intersection of their 
tangent spaces, at the origin, is a line. Two linear submanifolds in a vector 
space which have a non-zero common tangent vector have at least one line 
in common. 
3.2. Remark. Two smooth submanifolds S,, Sz in M have clean inter- 
section (locally) if and only if, for any point XE S, n S,, the tangent 
bundles TSI, TS2 extend, respectively, to two integrable distributions 
D,, D, (defined on some open neighbourhood of x) such that D, n D, is 
still a distribution (which, of course, will be integrable). 
3.3. DEFINITION. The simplices Z, , . . . . Ck of the smooth triangulation T 
of M are said to be in general position iff for any point x E L’, n . . n C,, 
the dimension of (7;= 1 T,.Zi is minimal within the set of all possible 
configurations of tangent spaces T,,E,, . . . . T,C, c T,M subject only to the 
incidence relations which follow from the incidence relations between the 
simplices C,, . . . . xk themselves. 
The triangulation T is said to have its simplice in general position iff any 
system Z,, . . . . 2, of its simplices is in general position. 
For example, two l-dimensional simplices with a common tangent line 
at one common vertex are not in general position. 
Remark 3.2 implies the following result. 
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3.4. LEMMA. If the simplices of the triangulation T are in general 
position, then every polysimplex C, X, . . . . XZ, E Tk (which intersects the 
diagonal) has clean intersection with the diagonal. 
Axiom C2. The simplices of the triangulation T are in general position. 
If T is a smooth triangulation of M, then a small perturbation of T 
produces a new triangulation T’ whose simplices are in general position. 
By the end of this section, we fix a smooth manifold M, dim M = n, and 
a triangulation T of A4 satisfying C2. We will need the following subcom- 
plexes of Tk: 
N={CICET~,ZH.~} 
No= {ZICE Tk, CnV,=@} 
V={ZandanyfaceofZIC~T~,CnV~#@12/. 
If T is the second barycentric decomposition of a triangulation of M, 
then V is a regular neighborhood of V,. 
Clearly 
NocN 
VuN,=Tk and VnN,,=aV. 
Define 
Let 
&,kt”) = fC@‘*(Tk))> r > 0. 
j: S,( Tk, N, : R) + %7*( Tk) 
be the chain homomorphism given by 
s,( Tk, N,; [w) = Sr(Tk7 ‘) ‘I, Ckn--(Tk) 
SAN,; R) Vkn-r(Tk) 
=qknpr(Tk) 
with j,(C) = c, for any Z E Tk. 
The morphism j induces homomorphisms in the cellular homology 
(which is isomorphic to the simplicial homology) 
H,( Tk, N,; R) ++H~;‘(M) Thd’6’ H,( Tk, N; R). 
By following up the image ofj in the spectral sequence used for proving 
Theorem 2.6, we find that j, is precisely the homomorphism induced onto 
the real cellular homology by the inclusion of pairs 
( Tk, No) 2 ( Tk, N). 
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To study this homomorphism, we consider the homology exact sequence 
of the triple ( Tk, N, No) of CW complexes 
. . a,,? H,(N, No) ++H,( Tk, No) -% H,.( Tk, N) ‘Ir, . . . 
3.5. PROPOSITION. rf T is a triangulation of the smooth manifold M, 
dim M = n, and if T satisfies C.2, then i, = 0. 
Therefore, the sequence 
0- H,(Tk, &)A H,(Tk, A+ H,p,(N, N,)- 0 
is exact for any r E N. 
3.6. LEMMA. There exists a smooth embedding E: V, + V, arbitrarily 
close to the identity, such that E(V,) n N = 0. 
Proof of the Lemma. As the rank of the tangent bundle to M,, k > 2, 
exceeds the dimension of V,=M, there exists a non-vanishing smooth 
tangent field F along V,. 
A small perturbation of the field F may make it transversal to N along 
VMM, that is, for any point x,, E N n V, and for any polysimplex Z E N with 
xo EC, Fbo) $ TxJ. 
Assuming the field F already transversal to N, we extend it to a smooth 
tangent field P on M,. The field continues to be transversal to N on a small 
neighbourhood of the diagonal. 
Let pt: M, -+ M, be the local one-parameter integral group of diffeo- 
morphisms of the field F 
For any XGV,, there exist an open neighbourhood U, of x in M, and 
an E(X) > 0 such that for any y E U,, and for any 0 <E < E(X), p,(y) $ N. 
Then, there exists a smooth function E: V, + R! + such that the mapping 
E:v,+M, 
E: x + P&X) 
will have the desired properties. 
3.7. Remark. For k > 3, the tangent field F may be taken to be also 
transversal to the diagonal, and then E(V,) n (N u V,) = 0. 
For k = 2, the field F may be taken with isolated zeroes away from N, 
and then E(V,) A (N u V,) consists of isolated points. 
This remark would be useful in the event we wanted to replace the CW 
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decomposition Tk by a triangulation and the diagonal would be added 
to N. 
Proof of Proposition 3.5. The polysimplices of Tk define a CW-decom- 
position of Mk. 
The homology used here is the Lea1 cellular homology. Let E be an 
embedding as in Lemma 3.6, and V, A E(V,). The mapping i of pairs 
factorizes 
(NY No) i (Tk, N,) 
As Tk\v7, has a deformation retraction onto N,, the homology of the pair 
(Tk\v’,, N,) is trivial. Therefore, i: =O, and as i, = ii 0 ii, it follows that 
i, =O. 
3.8. COROLLARY. If the manifold M is orientable, then there exists a 
Thorn class U E Hckp I)“( Tk, N,), which vanishes on the subcomplex N. 
ProoJ The Thorn class represents the obstruction to collapse the 
(k- l)n-dimensional skeleton of Tk onto N,; N is already away from the 
small displacement E(V,) of the diagonal. 
By combining Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 2.6, along with the Thorn 
isomorphism 
3.9. THEOREM. Let M be an arbitrary orientable, smooth manifold of 
dimension n, let k 2 2 be an integer, and let T be a triangulation of M 
satisfying Axiom C.2. 
Then there is an exact sequence 
Cl----+ H,-,(M, [w)a H?,,(M)2 Hkn~m~,(N,No)- 0, 
for any O<m<n. 
3.10. THEOREM. Let M” be an orientable, smooth manifold of dimension 
n, and let T be a triangulation of M satisfying Axiom C.2. 
Then : 
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(i) The mapping 
j? 52” + W”( Tk) 
is injective. 
COH[W@l@ ‘.. 011 (1 EQO(W) 
(ii) The induced homomorphisms in the homology, J”, are mono- 
morphisms, and the sequence 
0 - H”(M, W) -2 q!,(M) 5 Hknem- ,(N, No) - 0 
is exact. 
ProoJ: (i) follows from Proposition 2.1. 
(ii) A spectral sequence argument, similar to that used in Section 2, 
shows easily that the inclusion of complexes 
C*(T) 
/ 
SST) 
induces isomorphisms in the homology; this constitutes a slight veraon of 
deRham’s theorem [dR]. 
Let Bea”’ be a cocycle. Thus, there exist a cocycle 
YES,-, (M R) 
and a piecewise differentiable current on M 
UE Cm-‘(T) 
such that 
Then 
f3@1@ . ..ol=PO[M]O...O[M]+d(oOlO...Ol). 
Suppose that 
580/99/ I I5 
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Theorem 3.9 implies that [y] = 0 E H,-,(M, R), an hence 
[O] = 0 E H”(A4, R). 
4. THE ALGEBRA OF GENERALIZED PIECEWISE DIFFERENTIABLE CURRENTS 
We fix a smooth trangulation T of the smooth manifold M”. 
The local structure of the elements of %‘*( Tk) is given by Proposition 2.3. 
From the very definition, it is clear that any such element may be localized 
to open sets of V, N M; thus, we may speak about their germ at any point 
of M. 
The Proposition 2.3 shows that the mapping 
C*(T)-4’*(Tk) 
(k - 1) factors 
is injective. 
These show that %*(Tk) consists of objects which live on M; the 
piecewise differentiable currents on A4 are among these objects. 
For this reason, it is justified to think of any element of V*(Tk) as a 
generalized piecewise differentiable current on M. 
The tensor product of currents defines a linear mapping 
C*(Tkl)@,-. o.C*(Tk,),C*(Tkl+“‘+k,), 
where TkJ are arbitrary powers of the triangulation T. 
This linear mapping factorizes to a linear mapping p, 
Indeed, this follows from the fact that 
where 
1 E a’( hfk,). 
4.1. DEFINITION. For any finite sequence of generalized piecewise dif- 
ferentiable currents U r, . . . . U, on A4, their wedge product A is, by definition 
u, A u, A ... A ur=/.i(ul@R... 0, U,). 
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4.2. THEOREM. (i) The wedge product of generalized currents is local; 
i.e., it may be defined on germs. 
(ii) The wedge product A of generalized piecewise dtfferentiable 
currents is associative. 
(iii) For any finite system of generalized piecewise differentiable 
currents U , , . . . . U,, the exterior derivative d satisfies the Leibnitz formula 
d(U, A ... A U,)= i (-1)&l+ ‘.+tkl+lU, A ... A dU,r\ ... A U,, 
i= 1 
ki= deg Ui. 
To recapitulate, we have 
4.3. THEOREM. (i) The generalized piecewise differentiable currents on 
a smooth mantfold M form a differentiable algebra denoted %7;(M). 
(ii) The sheaves of germs of generalized piecewise dtfferentiable 
currents are fine. 
(iii) Zf the triangulation T satisfies Axiom C.2, then the inclusion of the 
complex of piecewise differentiable currents on M into the algebra of 
generalized piecewise differentiable currents on M induces monomorphisms in 
homology, in all dimensions. 
If the triangulation T is finite then the cokernels of these inclusions in 
homologies are finite dimensional. 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
We intend to give here, as an illustration of the considerations above, the 
structure of the algebra of generalized piecewise differentiable currents 
on R. 
Suppose that 0 E IR is a vertex of a triangulation of R, and let .Z-, .Z+ 
be the adjacent I-simplices of the triangulation. 
Let 6 be the Dirac distribution at 0 and ~5~~) its derivatives. 
5.1. PROPOSITION ( [Tj]). The structure of the algebra of generalized 
piecewise distributions with support in a neighbourhood of 0 E R is given by 
the multiplication table 
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(3) (f*Z,).CW=(-l)* i (“)f’;~“‘(O)Z* .6(P) 
p=Q p 
6(qf+C*)=(-l)” i (y~qO)WZ, 
p=o p 
(4) 6’“‘. ip) = 0, 
where f k , g + are Cm-functions on Z +, respectively. - 
Proof. The product of infinite jets from (2) is due to the Koszul factor 
from the Proposition 2.3. 
The carrier of 6(“)@6(“) is not transversal to V R, and therefore this 
product is zero in the algebra of generalized piecewise differentiable 
distributions. 
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